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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
PURPOSE OF THE STUDY 
The purpose of this study is to determine to what 
I 
degree teach ers in selected sections of Massachusetts use 
' manipulative devices to make arithmetic a more meaningful 
subject. 
JUSTIFICATION 
We accept the need for teaching aritrunetic meaningfully, 
and feel that representative and manipulative devices are of 
value in helping to make arithmetic more meaningful. However, 
we have little or no indication of the extent to which teachers 
use such devices, the availability of the devices to classroom 
teachers, and their reactions to the devices used. 
SCOPE AND LIMITATIONS 
The study was restricted to grades four, five, ~nd six 
of schools located in selected sections of Massachusetts. 
The selected areas were made up of school unions and 
to~ms only. No attempt was made to survey the use of 
manipulative devices by teachers in city schools. 
It was decided, however, to compare unions and towns 
located away from educational centers with a town near a large 
-- =-=.=_-..:...;_ 
\ 
\. 
I 
:I 
educational center to discover whether or not the advantage of 
proximity to colleges and universities would seemingly affect 
meth ods of teaching and materials used in teaching arithmetic. 
2 
For expediency the cooperating sections in this study will 
be desi gnated as Area X, Area Y, and Area z. 
Area X is a unified geographical area made u p of four 
school unions and two tmvns located a t some distance from an 
educational center. Both towns and three of the unions in the 
area cooperated in the study. 
Area Y is a sampling of eight comparable school unions 
thPoughout Massachusetts, all at some distance from larg e educa-
tional centers. The writer attempted to select unions which 
were comparable to those in Area X in size, manag ement, and 
distance from colleges and universities, but were scattered 
t hroughout the state. For exM~le, the state was divided into 
t h e following sections: north east, e a st central, southeast, 
north central, central, south central, northwest, west central, 
and southwe s t. One union of three or four towns was selected 
from each geographical division. 
Area Z is a town, suburban to a large educational center, 
from which a sampling of intermediate gr a de teachers cooperated. 
In Areas Y and Z the proportion of returns was 
comparable: about 35% in each case. 
CHAPTER II 
RELATED LITERATURE AND RESEARCH 
For many ye a rs the drill t h eory emphasizing automatic 
, response was the approved and accepted meth od in the teaching 
of arithmetic. During the past fifteen or twenty years such 
terms as "understanding", and. "meaningful arithmetic" have 
. 
g r a dually rep laced in importance the terms "drill", 
/ 11 instantaneous response", and "automatic res p onse". 
1,2 
The influence of educators and writers such as Brownell 1 
has been felt widely, so that today virtually all professional 
books on t he teach ing of arithmetic, as well as children's 
arithmetic textbooks, g ive extensive a ttention to the develop-
ment of meaning s as well as skills. 
3 4 
Furthermore, research by Anderson, Brownell and Ivioser, 
1 William A. Brownell, "Psychological Considerations in trre 
Learning and t h e Teach ing of Ari thmetic. 11 The Teaching of Ari t h ,,.. 
metic. Tenth Yearbook, National Council of Teachers of Mathe-
matics. New York: Bureau of Publications, Teachers College, 
Columbia University, 1935. p.l-31. 
2 William A. Brovmell, "The Pl ace of Meaning in the Teach-
1 
ing of Arithmetic." Elementa ry School Journal 47:256-65. Jan. I 
1947- 3 Lester G. Anderson, " Quantitative Thinking as Developed 
:1 Under Connectionist and Field Theories of Learning ." Learning 
'' Theory in School Situations. University of Minnesota Studies i 
Education, No. 2. Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 
1949. p. 40-73. 
4 William A. Brownell, and Harold E. Mos e r, Meaningful 
versus IVIechanical Learnin : A Stud in Grade III Subtraction. 
Duke University Research Studies in Education, No. • Durham, 
I N . c.: Duke University Press, 1949. 207 P• 
7 
/ 
!I 
5 4 
!·swenson, and others shows specific advantages for meaningful 
I 
instruction and learning in arithmetic. 
In seeking to develop meaning and understanding, teachers 
are encourag ed to make the abstraction of arithmetic more con- j, 
crete by using representative and manipulative materials. I 
Grossnickle 
6 
says that in order for the child to understand II 
the meaning of the abstraction 3 f 6 = 9, for example, he must 
have a variety of meaningful experiences in which he discovers 
that 3 + 6 "'9. He should have materials wh ich he is able to 
:manipulate, (sticks, splints, etc.), so that he may discover 
ways to make a g roup of 9 by combining things, and how to break , 
up a g roup of 9 things. 
"Unless the classroom contains materials which may be 
manipulated," Grossnickle continues, 11 it is not possible to 
teach arithmetic meaningfully to many pupils in the primary or 
intermediate grades."7 
5 Esther J. Swenson, "Org anization and Generalization as 
Factors in Learning, Transfer, and Retroactive Inhibition." 
i Learning Theory in School Situations. University of Minnesota, 
Studies in Education, No. 2. Minnesota: University of Minnesota 
Press, 1949. p. 9-39 
6 Foster E. Grossnickle and William TIIetzner, The Use of 
Visual Aids in the Teac~in of Arithmetic. New York: Rambler 
Press, 19 0. 
7 Loc. cit. p. 6. 
I 
.5 
8 
II 
I 
I 
Grossnickle, Junge and Metzner state that a wide variety 11 
,of instructional materials must b e used to enrich and supp lement 
t h e le arner's experiences. 
9 
Thiele p oints to the fact tha t there are many meaning s 
which mus t b e acquired through the use of' tangible thine;s. 
The trend toward using manipu lative and visual materials 
to further understandin~s in arithme tic is becoming more wide-
1spread. These devices are being used so the child can see "whyn 
1instead of just 11 how1l the v arious processes are performed. 
10 
Spitzer writes that the use of visual materials has 
increased markedly in the past few years because t h eir value is 
so apparent to all who use them. 
This emphasis upon devices is reflected in professional 
I 
'books, courses of study, and teachers' manuals for children's 
texts. However t here is very little publishe d research on the 
I 
I 
11use of these devices and their effectiveness. 
I 
I 
8 Foster E. Grossnickle et al. "Instructi onal Ma terials 
for Teaching Arithmetic." The TeaChing of Arithmetic. F iftieth II 
Yearbook. Part II, National Society for the Study of Education. 1 
,Chicag o: University of Chicag o Pres s , 19.51. Chapter I X, p. 1.5.5. -' 
9 C. Louis Thiele, " Arithmetic in the Middle Grades. 11 The 11 
're aching of Arithmetic. Fiftieth Yearbook, Part II, Nation al jl 
S ociety for the Study of Educ a tion. Chicago: University of 
Chicago . Press, 19.51. Chapter V, p. 101. II 
10 He Pb e rt F . Spitzer, 11 Le arning and Teaching Arithmetic." 
The Teaching of Arithmetic. F iftieth Yearbook. Part II, 
National Society for the Study of Education. Chicag o: 
University of Chicago Pr e ss, 1951. p. 131. 
--~---
I' 
6 
11 
In 1947 Howard conducted an experiment to determine 
whether the de velopment of meaning through the e xtens ive use of 
audio-visual aids was worth the extra time involved in using 
the mate r ials. 
In Group A of the experiment the pupil was s h own how to 
do the computation or h ow to solve a prob lem. 
I 
After corrections 1 
1: 
were made , the child was then faced with many exercises comp osed 
11 
1 entirely of computati on , and was given many verbal problems to 
solve. 
Group B had the benefit of concrete objects, charts, and , 
exp lanations of the "why" of each step. Meaning was stressed 
and verbal problems solved, but t he c h ildren were n ot given 
drill exercises i n computation. 
Group C had the combina tion of meanings through the use 
of manipulative mat erials, charts, and exp lana tions, and much 
practice in computation. Verbal problems a lso were solve d. 
On tests given dir·ec tly af ter t he experimental period, 
Group A ratings were the hi ghest. B' ollowing the summer vacation~, 
however, tests were repeated. The mean for Group A had dropped 
cohsiderably, Group B had lost very little, and Group C had 
lost leas t of all. 
It was found tha t (at low fifth gr a de level) children 
11 
Charles F . Howard, "Three Meth ods of Teaching 
' Ari thlnetic. n California Journal of Educational Re search. Vol. 
I, No. 1. January 19SO. 
ll 
retain better when understanding is stressed and audio-visual 
I 
aids are used. The study indicated tha t the me t hod ·employed 
with Group C (meaning and computation) is advantageous if the 
child is to understand and retain v~~at he has le arned. 
7 
More attention, then, must be given to the use of manipu- 11 
1
?ative devices if arithme tic processes are to be understood and 
retained. 
,, 
To what extent are teachers using audio-visual aids which,' 
research s h ows, are essential in bringing meaning to many 
phases of aritmaetic? 
Virtually nothing has been done to survey t h e use of 
materials by teachers and their reactions to materials used. 
·' rt is the purpose of t h is study to present some data on this 
I 
point. 
~I I :.=:---_ _,:~ 
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CHAPTER III 
PLAN OF' PRO.CEDUHE 
INTRODUCTION 
It was decided to conduct a survey to determine whether 
manipulative materials are being used by teach ers of arithmetic li 
in unions and towns of Massachusetts to promote understanding , 
or whether there is a wide g ap between the meaning theory, whichl 
stresses the use of these devices, and the current practice of 
classroom teachers. 
QUESTIONNAIRE 
To aid in the survey of the selected areas X, Y, and z, a 
questionnairel2 was developed to determine the extent of use of 
courses of study, basic texts, and manipulative devices, either 
prepared commercially or "teach er-made", for the purpose of 
bringing meaning to the study of arithmetic. 
The questionnaire sought specifically to determine: 
(1) the familiarity of teachers with various 
manipulative devices. 
(2) the presence of such devices in the classroom. 
(3) the uses of manipulative devices by classroom 
teachers. 
12 See Appendix 
9 I 
I 
(4) the reactions of te achers to these devices. 
MATERIALS 
Sample kits of materials including the questionnaire, a 
!,booklet published by the John C. Winston Company describing 
many of the devices listed on the questionnaire, a booklet of 
I 
1
grunes 13 compiled by the writer to aid teachers in the motivation ' 
and variation of practice work following the development of 
;meanings and unde r standings, a letter to the teacher describing 
his permission to conduct the survey in his superintendency. 
Superintendents willing to aid in the study were asked to 
'I 
send a list of fourth, fifth, and sixth grade teachers wh o 11 
I' I 
would be willing to help in the . survey. , 
Materials were t hen sent to the superintendents for ~ 
distribution, or to individual teachers, whichever method was 
1preferable to the super intendent. 
In Area Z all materials were distributed by the elementar i 
t,supervisor of the town. 1 
Completed questionnaires were mailed directly to the 
~riter. Responses were tabulated and analyzed. 
13 See Appendix 
- =4 
10 
'l'here follows a summary of replies by grades. 
GRADES AREA X AREA Y AREA z 
4 10 10 2 
5 6 12 4 
6 8 7 4 
4 & 5 3 
5 & 6 4 4 
4, 5 & 6 1 
TOTALS 28 37 10 
-------=-- --- ~ -=-=-- ---==.- ~- -
- -·--=-=-=='--= 
CHAPTER IV 
PRESENTATION OF DATA 
It ·vms decided to determine the use of courses of stu dy 
and current arithmetic texts as well as mani pulative devices in 
the cooperating areas X, Y, and z. 
The use as a course of study of the Massachusetts 
Elementary Curriculum Guide, recently published and distributed 
state·wide to teachers of grades four, five, and six, was found 
in all areas surveyed to be considerab ly less than the use of 
" li the tex tbook for that purpose. 
Table I shows, however, that in Area X those who use the 
Massachuse t ts Elementary Curriculum Guide plus those who use a 
course of study based on the Massachusetts. Elementary 
Curriculum Guide total 68% in comparison with 50% wh o use the 
· text. In Areas Y and Z res p onses s h owing the use of the text 
as the course of study were greater than those showing the use 
of the Massachusetts Elementary Curricu lum Guide plus those 
1 using a course of s t udy based on the Massachusetts Elementa ry 
I 
Curriculum Guide. 
Many res p onses in each area indicated that teachers are 
using ' the Massachusetts Elementary · Curriculum Guide in con-
I 
junction with the text as t he ~rse of study. This accounts 
for the fact that percentages total more than 100% in all three 
tables. 
It is intere s ting to note tha t in areas X and Y t h e 
per cent using a course of study built independently of the 
I 
I' 
l 
12 
, Massachusetts Elementary Curriculum Guide is much smaller than 
in Area Z, where fe wer teach ers are using the Massachusetts 
Elementary Curriculum Guide as a course to follow. 
TABLE I 
USE OF A COURSE OF STUDY IN f\..REA X 
Use Massachusetts Elementary Curriculum Guide 
as a Course of Study 
Use a Course of Study Based on the Massachusetts 
Elementary Curriculum Guide 
Use a Course of Study Built Independently of 
. the Massachusetts Elementary Curriculum Guide 
Use a Textbook as the Course of Study 
TABLE II 
USE OF A COURSE OF STUDY IN AREA Y 
I 
I 
I 
36% 
18% I, 
.50% ,: 
II 
I 
================================================================= II 
Use the Massachusetts Element ary Cu rriculum 
1Gui d e as a Course of Study 
,' Use a Course of Study Based on the Massachusetts 
,Elementary Curriculum Guide 
Use a Course of Study Built Independently of 
the Massachusetts Elementary Curriculum Guide 
Use a Textbook as the Course of S tudy 
I 
38% 
14% I 
11% 
70% 

I 
TABLE IV 
UTILIZATION OF A BASIC TEXT I N ~~EA X 
TEXT 
-::-Ari thrne tic for Today 
Arithmetic for Young 
America 
Arithmetic We Use 
Growth in Arithmetic 
Learning Arithmetic 
Living Arithmetic 
Making Sure of Ari th."lletic 
Making Sure of Arithmetic 
Master Key 
New Sta..ndard Arithmetic 
New Trend Arithmetic 
Social Utility Arithmetic 
Study Arithmetics 
Upton-Fuller 
No Basic Text 
PUBLISHER 
Merrill 
World Book 
Winston 
World Book 
Laidlaw Bros. 
Ginn 
Silver-Burdett 
Silver-Burdett 
Houghton-Mifflin 
Iroquois 
Merrill 
Americ an Book 
Scott, F oresman 
American Book 
COPYRI GHT 
DATE 
1951 
1944, 1949 
19L!.2, 1948 
1952 
1947 
1947, 1949 
1946, 1950 
1952 
1937 
1938, 1943, 
194-3 
1944 
1943, 1948 
1946 
1 -:~Ari thmetic for Today is a text-workbook comb inati on. 
-'--'-=---=-= ---- ------==...o- -=-==-
14 
PER CENT I 
11 I 
14 
4 I' 
18 
11 
29 
1947 
7 
4 , 
1.5 
TABLE V 
UTILIZATION OF A BASIC TEXT I N AREA Y 
TEXT PUBLISHER COPYRIGHT PEH CENT 
DATE 
-:~,Arithmetic for Today ll/1errill 19.51 
Arithmetic for Young 
America World Book 19~-4, 1949 3 
Arithmetic We Use Winston 1942, 1948 3 
Growth in Arithmetic World Book 19.52 
Learning Arithmetic Laidlaw Bros. 1947 
Living Arithmetic Ginn 1947' 1949 
Making Sure of Arithmetic Silver-Burdett 1946, 19.50 
.5 
Making Sure of Arithmetic Silver-Burdett 19.52 3 I 
Master Key Houghton-Mifflin 1937 11 
New Standard Arithmetic Iroquois 1938, 1943, 1947 11 
New Trend Arithmetic Merrill 1943 3 
'Social Utility AritlLmetic American Boolc 19l.W-
.5 " 
1 Study Arithmetics Scott, Foresman 191+3 , 1948 30 
Upton-Fuller American Book 1946 22 
I 
No Basic Text 
.5 
-l~Ari thmetic for Today is a text-workbook combination. 
--=-- - --=.....;;....: --=- - - -.:-' 
I 
16 , 
TABLE VI 
UTILIZATION OF A BASIC TEXT I N AREA Z 
TEXT PUBLISHER COPYRIGHT PER CENT ' 
DATE I 
-:~Arithmetic for Today Merrill 1951 
Arithmetic for Young 
America World Book 1944, 1949 10 
Arithmetic We Use Winston 1942, 1948 
Growth in Arithmetic World Book 1952 40 I 
Learning Arithmetic Laidlaw Bros. 1947 20 
Living Arithmetic Ginn 1947, 1949 
Making Sure of Arithmetic Silver-Burdett 1946, 1950 
Making Sure of Arithmetic Silver-Burdett 1952 
Master Key Houghton-Mifflin 1937 
1 New Standard Arithmetic Iroquois 1938, 1943, 1947 
New Trend Arithmetic Merrill 1943 
Social Utility Arithmetic American Book 1944 
I 
Study Arithmetics Scott, Foresman 1943, 1948 
Upton-Fuller American Book 1946 
I 
I 
No Basic Text 30 
-l~Ari tbmetic for Today is a text-workbook combination. 
h 
.... := .... :.:~ -==--=-
I 
In Area X it will be note d in Table VII that those 
teachers bLowing about devices ranged from 36% to 71% of the 
total; t h ose having the devices from 4% to 43%, and those not 
rep lying from 7% to 54% . The device most widely known was the 
Abacus, although only t wo teachers have this device in the 
I 
17 1 
classroom. The devices found most often in this area proved to 
b e the Fraction Chart, Clocl-c F ace, and Measuring Cup. No 
t each er in Area X had in his classroom a Hundred Be ad Number 
Frame. 
In Area Y, as shown in Table VIII, kn owledge of devices 
rang ed from 22% to 78%, the number having devices in the class- • 
l! room from 3% to 30%, and those not replying from 16% to 78%. Jl 
~ ,j The devices found most often here, as in Area X, were the Fraction Chart, Clock Face, and the Measuring Cup. Alth ough 
178% are familiar with the Abacus as a manipulative device, no 
,, 
teacher has one in his classroom. Other devices which were not 
I 
in any classroom of this area were the Hundred Bead Number Frame, 
I 
the Hundred Board, and t h e Parts Imparter. 
In contrast to Areas X and Y, Area Z (from which there 
were fewer returns), in spite of its nearness to an educational 
center, rep orted on ly four manipulative devices in classrooms of II 
1 the town. The Fraction Vfueel was t h e one device found in most II 
1 classrooms. Table IX s h ows that the knovvledg e of devices by 
teachers i n this area {10% to 60%) proved to be less than in 
Areas X and Y. 
I 
j_ 
=~---
TABLE VII 
KliJ"OWLEDGE OF DEVICES USED TO PROMOTE UliiDERSTANDING 
DEVICE -:( ( 1) 
,ABACUS 71% 
' cLOCK FACE 57% 
COHERE-0-GRAPH 43% 
COUliJ"TING DISCS 54% 
FRACTION CHART 39% 
FRACTIONAL PARTS 54% 
li HUNDRED BEAD NUMBER FRAME 61% 
IHUNDHED BOAHD 36Jb 
PLACE VALUE POCY~TS 39% 
I 
;MEASURI NG CUP 43% 
FRACTI ON WHEEL 50% 
I 43% 1PARTS I MP ARTER 
I 
II j 1 -l~(l) Know about this device 
(2) Have device in classroom (3) Have a similar device 
I (4) No reply 
( 2) ( 3) 
7% 
29% 70" fb 
21% 7% 
18% 
39% 4% 
18% 7% 
11% 
7% 4% 
29% 
14% 4% 
4% 
- ---
I N AREA X 
(4) 
21% 
7% 
2 9}b 
29% 
18~b 
21% 
39% 
54% 
54% 
29?~ 
32% 
54% 
18 11 
li 
Jl 
II 
II 
,, 
,. 
I 
1: 
,. 
,, 
I 
~-=-
TABLE VIII 
KNOWLEDGE OF DEVICES USED TO PROivlOTE 
DEVICES ~:- ( 1) 
ABACUS 78% 
CLOCK FACE 57% 
COF..ERE-0-GRAPH 4.9% 
COUNTING DISCS 49% 
FRACTION CHART L~l% 
FRACTIONAL PARTS 46% 
,HUNDRED BEAD NUMB ER FRAME 57% 
HUNDRED BOARD 51% 
'
1 PLACE VALUE POCKETS 51% 
' 
, MEASURI NG CUP 42% 
FRACTION WHEEL 41% 
· PARTS I MP ARTER 22% 
I 
-::- ( 1) 
( 2) 
( 3) 
Know about this device 
Have device in classroom 
Have a similar device 
I ( 4) No reply 
----
19 •1 
I 
I· 
II 
UNDERSTANDING I N AREA Y .I 
( 2) ( 3) ( 4) 
22% 
24.% 3% 16% 
Sol ;o 43% 
3% 49% 
11% 19% 30% 
11% 13~~ 35% 
43% 
49% 
11% 3% 35% 
2L~% 3% 30% 
5% 13~~ 41% 
78% 
TABLE IX 
KNOVI/LEDGE OF DEVI CES USED TO PROMO'I'E 
DEVICES -~:-( 1) 
ABACUS 601la 
CLOCK FACE 60% 
COHERE -0-GRAPH 50% 
COUNTI NG DI SCS ~-0~~ 
FRACTI ON CHART ~-o5& 
FRACfJ:' I ONAL PAR TS 30% 
I 
HUNDRED BEAD NUMBER F'RAl\IE 60% 
HUNDRED BOARD 50% 
PLACE VALUE POC KETS 50% 
MEASUHI NG CUP 60% 
FRACTION WHEEL 10% 
I P.-RTS I MPARTEH 30% 
-l:-(1) Know ab out t h is device. 
( 2) Have d e v ice in c1 s.ssroom. 
(3) Have a simile.r device. 
( ~-) No rep ly. 
UNDEHS TANDI NG 
( 2) ( 3) 
10% 
10% 
20% 
70% 10~~ 
--- - ~== 
20 
I N AREA z 
(4) 
40% 
L1.0% 
50~b 
50~b 
50~b 
50% 
40% 
501~ 
50% 
40% 
10% 
701b 
I 
:F--
In Tables X, XI, and XII, the per cents in columns one, 
,two, and three are based on the number having either the devices lj 
l listed or similar devices. (Refer to colunms two and three of II 
Tables VII, VIII, and IX.) Columns four, five, and six are the IJ 
'I 
actual number of responses, as taken from the que stionnaires. I 
In Table X, r e presenting Area X, it is notable that jJ 
rteachers having a Hundred Board use it infrequently. The Parts 
I 
Imp arter, Place Value Pockets, and Abacus are used a t every 
\ opportunity. 
In Area Y, Table XI, it is clear that the Cohere-o-graph 
I 
and F'raction Wheel are used at every opportunity, while Counting Jj 
Discs are used occasionally. 
In Table XII, showing the use of devices in Area z, it 
is apparent that devices are used infrequently in most cases. 
/only 50% of those having Fractional Parts, and 38% of those 
. 
having Fraction Wheels use them at every opportunity. 
-=-r 
I 
TABLE X 
USE OF DEVICES TO PROMOTE UNDERSTANDING IN AREA X 
DEVICES 
-:~ ( 1) 
ABACUS 100% 
CLOCK FACE 80% 
COHERE-0-GR.APH 75% 
COUNTING DISCS 60% 
FRACTI ON CHART 75% 
FRACTI ONAL PARTS 86% 
HUNDRED BEAD NUMBER FRAME 
I HUNDRED BOARD 
PLACE VALUE POCKE'I'S 100% 
MEASURING CUP 67% 
FRACTI ON WHEEL 80% 
PARTS I MPAR'I'ER 100% 
~i-( 1) 
( 2) 
( 3) 
(4) 
( 5) 
Use at every opp ortunity 
Use occas ionally 
I ( 6 ) 
Use infrequently 
Do not use 
Don 't know how to use 
No reply 
EXTENT OF USE ( 2) ( 3) ( 4) ( 5) 
20 •-:~ 1 
20% 11 
25% 13 2 
40% 15 1 
8% 17% 12 
14% 14 
22 
67% 33% 20 
18 1 
22% 11% 11 2 
20% 16 2 
ll~- 6 
~:--::- Out of a total of 28 
replies 
22 
( 6) 
5 
7 
5 
7 
4 
7 
6 
5 
6 
6 
5 
7 
===---.,_ =--=- - =-=- --==-
TABLE XI 
USE OF DEVICES TO PROl'llOTE UNDERSTANDING I N AREA Y 
DEVICES 
-:~ ( 1) 
ABACUS 
CLOCK FACE 60% 
COHERE - 0- GRA PH 100% 
CODliT'riNG DISCS 
FRACTION CHART 82% 
FRAC'I'I CNAL PARTS 67% 
HUNDRED BEAD NUii.ffiER FRAIViE 
I-IUNDRED BOP,RD 
PLACE VALUE POCKErrs 60% 
"N!EASUR I NG CUP 60% 
F'HACTION WHEEL 100% 
PARTS I MPAR'I'ER 
; -::- ( 1) 
( 2) 
( 3) ( 4) ( 5) 
(6) 
Us e a t ever y opportunity 
Use occ as i ona lly 
Use infrequently 
Do not u s e 
Don't know how t o use 
No reply 
EXTENT OF USE ( 2) ( 3) ( 4) {5) 
24 ~H:· 1 
30% 10% 17 
22 2 
100% 22 2 
90_, /o 9% 16 2 
11% 22% 16 2 
26 2 
25 1 
201b 20% 21 1 
20% 20% 16 2 
18 1 
17 7 
-: ~-:~ Out of a total of 37 
re pli e s 
23 11 
II 
( 6 ) 
12 
10 
10 
12 
8 
10 
9 
11 
10 
9 
11 
13 
- - -
-
TABLE XII 
USE OF DEVICES TO PROIVIO'I'E UNDERSTANDING I N AREA z 
DEVICES 
~~( 1) 
ABACUS 
CLOCK FACE 
' COHERE-0-GRAPH 
COUNTHW DISCS 
FRACTION CHART 
FRACTI ONAL PARTS 50% 
HUNDRED BEAD NUI\ffiER F'RAiifiE 
HUNDRED BOARD 
! PLACE VALUE POCKETS 
JV1EASURI NG CUP 
1 FRACTION vVHEEL 381b 
PARTS I IViPARTER 
~~ ( 1) 
( 2) 
( 3) ( 4) ( 5) 
( 6) 
Use at e very opportunity 
Use occasionally 
f -
Use infrequently 
Do not use 
Don't know h ow to use 
No reply 
EXTENT OF' USE 
( 2) 
385& 
( 3) ( 4) (.5) 
3 ~;~ .. ~ : 
4 
3 
3 
100% 2 
50% 4 
3 
3 
3 
2 
25% 
2 
-: ~ ·: :- Out of a total of 10 
rep lies 
~--=-=--
24 
( 6) 
7 
6 
7 
7 
7 
4 
7 
7 
7 
8 
2 
8 
I· 
I 
-1 
In Tables XIII, XIV, and XV the per cents are based on the I 
nunmer of teachers who have the devices rather t h an all teachers 
who rep lied to the questionnaires. For example, . twelve teachers 
in Area X have Fraction Charts. All t we lve, 100%, use t h is 
I 
device for developing meanings of fra.c ti ons; ten teachers, or 
83%, use it in teaching addition and subtraction of fractions. 
In like manner, one device may be used by a teacher in teaching 
several phase s of arithmetic. The reader will note in Table 
I 
XIII, Area X, that de vices are used mainly in bringing about 
understanding s of all types of numbers: whole numbers, fractions,, 
and decimals. In Area Y, shown in Table XIV, the emphasis is 
I 
centered on the use of devices in teach ing fractions more than 
wh ole numb ers or decimals, and in Area Z, Table XV, devices are 
used exclusively for the teaching of fractions. 
I 
Noteworthy, too, is the fact that Place Value Pockets 
are used in Area X in bringing meaning to whole numbers, in 
Area Y in making decimals more meaningful, and in Area z they are 
not used. 
, t 
~ 
TABLE XIII 
U11TDERSTANDI NGS FOR WHICH DEVICES ARE USED I N AREA X 
-:io--;: 
DEVICES VfHOLE NUMBERS FRACTIONS DECEIALS ~-
I 
·::1 2 3 4 .? 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 1 
ABACUS 100 so 50 50 50 so 
CLOCK PACE 10 20 
COHERE -0-GRAPH - .38 38 313 38 2S 25 13 13 13 13 
F'RAC TI ON CHART 8 100 83 83 so 2S 2S 2S : 2S 25 . e 
COUNTING DISCS 40 80 80 40 L~O 
1 FRACTIONAL PARTS 71 71 71 43 29 
I :HUNDRED BEAD 
NUMBER FRAIVlE 
HUNDRED BOARD 33 33 33 100 
PLACE VALUE POCY~TS p_oo 100 100 67 67 
MEASURING CUP I 11 ! 
FRACTI ON V!i1lliEL I 40 20 20 
PARTS IIviPAHTER I 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 ,, I 
' t 
I 
I ~~ ( 1) meaning of 
1 .. ( 2) addition of 
( 3) subtraction of 
I ( 4) multiplic ation of I ( S) division of 
( 6) any phase not listed 
~H~ ( p) PER CENTS 
(0) OTHERS 
11 Note: The numb ers in t his table repre sent per cents. 
~~. ·~~~ T """--=======~-=-===-====, 
o. 
6 
20 
13 
20 
I 
i 
I 
.I II 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
f\) II 
lr 
I! 
II 
=-:.=...:......"::';;~ 
II J 
1: 
II 
I· 
TABLE XIV 
UNDERSTANDINGS F OR WHICH DEVICES ARE USED I N AREA Y 
1: 
' 
' 
I DEVICES WHOLE NUMBERS FRACTIONS DEC I MALS -l:-- P. o. I 
-::-1 2 3 4- 5 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 1 6 I 
ABACUS : I 
CLOCK FACE LV i 20 I 
1 COHERE-0-GRAPH ~ JJ JJ JJ J J I 
COUNTING DISCS 100 100 100 100 100 100 i I 
FRiiCTION CHART 9 64 . 1t5 1t5 1 
FRACTIONAL PARTS lUO 7t5 7t5 22 22 I 
HUNDRED BEAD . I 
NUMBER FRAME ; 1 
I HUNDRED BOARD I 
1 PLACE VALUE POCKETS 100 20 20 29 20 ~0 
I IVJEASURING CUP 40 jU jU lU i:::U lQ_ ! FRACTION WHEEL 29 57 29 14 14 
PARTS I MPAR'l'ER I 
; i 
I 
-:~ ( 1) meaning of 
( 2) addition of 
1
: 
(3) subtracti on of II 
I (4) multi p lication of I 
(5) division of · I 
1
1 
(6) any phase not listed 11 
~~-::- ( P) PER CENTS N 
I ( ? ) OTHERS . . • "' -J 
.
1 
Note_.~e-numb""JL 1n , tll;J.S, tab-le _repre.,en~per -cent s. _ -~  - -~-~ -1 r--=---~ ---· ·----
I I 
! 
I 
I 
II 
• 
=- =- -- ~·-- - = 
- - - --· = ---~ 
I 
I 
II 
II 
I 
I 
I 
I 
-
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I l_ 
;r-·· r 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I' 
- -- - - - -- -' ----. --- - -
- ·-
TABLE XV 
' 
UNDERS TANDI NGS FOR ~~ICH DEVI CES ARE USED I N AREA Z 
DEVI CES WHOLE NUMBERS FRACTIONS DECil\IIALS 
"-1 .. -~ _l 1± ~ l _2_ 3_ _4_ 5 l 2 
ABACUS 
CLOCK FACE 
COHERE- 0- GRAPH 
COUNTING DISCS 
FRACTION CHART 100 
FRACTIONAL PARTS 50 ~0 50 
HUNDRED BEAD 
NUMBER FRAiv'lE 
HUNDRED BOARD 
PLACE VALUE POCKETS 
MEASURI NG CUP 
FRACTION WHEEL 13 75 3() 3() 25 25 -
PARTS I MPARTER 
·:i- ( 1) me aning of ( 2) addition of 
( 3) subtraction of ( 4) multiplication of ( 5) divisi on of 
(6 ) any phase not l isted 
-:~-::- ( p ) PER CENTS 
( 0) OTHERS 
Note : The numbers i n this tab l e repr e sent per cents . 
- ~- ~ --=-::~~ =- ---- ----- -~-· 
• 
I 
I 
_ ..;;;;_ 
-- ---- - l 
. . 
I 
I 
-; ~~· 
P. a. 
3 _4- 5 l b I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
' 
I 
I 
II 
I 
I 
II 
jl 
,I 
I 
I 
~ I 
_--:::.; =-:::::::: - ....=.:--=~~-- ------ 1-
i 
I 
I 
=====ll- l=== 29 
In Tab les XVI, XVII, and XVIII per cents are based on the l' 
,number of teachers having each manipulative device listed. The 1! 
:I reader 
I 
device 
I entire 
I 
should keep in mind the fact that some teachers use a 
in several ways: with individuals, groups, and with the 
class. 
Table XVI shows the use of devices with individuals, 
\groups, or classes in Area X. Fifty per cent of teachers I . 
phaving an Abacus in the classroom use it with the entire class; 
100% use it with the slow learner. The Clock F ace is used by 
I: 
I 
80% with 
1
with the 
I 
the wh ole class, 20% with groups in the class, and JO% I 
slow learner. Counting Discs are used by 60% of 
!teach ers with groups of children, while 80% use them with the 
1slow learner. One hundred per cent of those having a Hundred 
i 
1Board reported that they use it with g roups in the class; 
1
1 smaller percentages use it in other ways, also. Place Value 
.I 
1Pockets are used with the whole class by 67% of the teachers 
I 
iin this group. 
In Area Y, shown in Table XVII, the reader will see 
that 100% of those teach ers having Cohere-o-grapbSand Place 
1Value Pockets use them with the wh ole class. Counting Discs 
1
1 are u sed by 100% with groups, and with the slow learner. The 
1
Fraction Vlheel and the Measuring Cup are used with the whole 
lclass, groups with in the class, and the slow learner, but 
percenta ges of those using them are all less than 50%. Few 
1idevices are used in this area with the average pupil or the 
irapid learner. 
=====···:r~=== 
I 
I 
. I 
I 
~' ~ 
1/ 
II 
II 
'i 
'I 
3 
Tab le XVIII, representing Area Z, s h ows that Fraction 
I 
Charts are 
possessing 
used with the whole class by 100% of teachers 'I 
them. F ractional Parts are used by 50~~ of the teache~ s 
with the entire clas s , .with groups, and with t h e slow le arner. 
It is apparent that in all three a reas the devices are 
lused c h iefly with: the slow learner, the wh ole clas s, and 
'' groups in the class. Individu al work using manipulative 
device s with the average pupil and the rapid learner is less 
evident. 
'I 
I' 
I 
I 
I 
I 
~ I 
I 
I 
- =----=c__-=---r-= 
TABLE XVI 
USE OF DEVICES WITH INDIVIDUALS, GROUPS, 
DEVICE 
ABACUS 
!! CLOCK FACE 
I c OHE'RE -0 - GRAPH 
COUNTI NG DISCS 
FRACTI ON CHART 
FRACTIONAL PARTS 
'' HUNDHED BEAD NUMBER F'RAME 
HUNDRED BOARD 
PLACE VALUE POCKETS 
·MEASUR I NG CUP 
FRACTION WHEEL 
PAHTS I MP ARTER 
I 
~ ~~ ( 1) 
'I < 2) 
' ( 3) ( 4) 
(5) 
( 6) 
Whole cl a ss 
Groups in class 
Average pupil 
Slow learner 
Rapid le Etrner 
No reply 
-::-( 1) ( 2) ( 3) 
50% 
80% 20% 
6 3~b 50°1 ;o 13% 
60% 
83% 83% 58~~ 
719; 71% 71% 
33% 1001b 1 33~o 
67% 
56% 22% 11% 
60% 60% 40% 
100% 100% 100% 
OR CLASSES IN AREA X 
( 4) (5) ( 6) 
100% 93% 
30% 54~~ 
38% 1 '107 .:>7o 7o//o 
80% 79% 
67% .sorb 54~~ 
71% 43% 75% 
100~?; 
67% 33% 89% 
93% 
11% 11% 79% 
40% 40% 89% 
100% 100% 96fo 
jNote: The p er cen ts in columns one through five are bas ed on 
·the number of re s p onders hav~E£_ a g iven device (or similar 
device). The per cents in column six are based on t h e total 
number of resp on ders to the questi onnaire. 
! 
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II 
!I 
:I 
I 
---- ------- -
TABLE XVII 
USE OF DEVICES WITH INDIVI DUALS , GROUPS, 
DEVICE 
ABACUS 
I CLOCK F'ACE 
I 
COHERE-0-GRAPH 
I c OUN'l'ING DISCS 
!FRACTION CHAH T 
IFRACTIONAL PARTS 
" 
'HUNDRED BEAD NUMBEH F'RA:ME 
HUNDRED BOARD 
PLACE VALUE POCKETS 
I 
,MEASURIN G CUP 
I 
I 
FRACTI ON WHEEL 
PARTS 
~l- ( 1) 
(2) 
( 3) 
( ~-) (5) 
( 6) 
I MP ARTER 
1Nhole c l ass 
Groups in class 
Averae;e pupil 
S l ow learner 
Rapid learne r 
No reply 
~~ ( 1) ( 2) ( 3) 
60% 40% 10% 
100% 331~ 
100% 
91% 55% 45% 
56% 33% 33% 
100% 80% 40% 
L~O% 20% 
43% 43% 
32 
OR CLASSES I N AREA Y 
( 4) (5) ( 6) 
100% 
70% 76% 
671~ 33% 86% 
100% 95% 
64% 27% 70~~ 
78% 22!}~ 76~g 
100% 
100% 
80% 40% 84% 
20% 84% 
29% 86% 
100% 
Note: The per cents in columns one t h rough r ive are based on 
the number of responders having a g iven device (or similar 
device). The per cents in colLmm six are based on t h e total 
numb er of resp onders to t h e questionnaire . 
----
I 
II 
'I 
I 
I 
I 
)I 
! 
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TABLE XVI II 
USE OF DEVICES WITH I NDI VI DUALS , GROUPS , OR CLASSES I N AREA Z 
DEVICE -l~ ( 1) ( 2) ( 3) ( 4) ( 5) ( 6 ) 
1 ABACUS 100% 
CLOCK FACE 100% 
I· 
COHERE- 0-GRA PH 100% 
I, couwriNG DISCS 90% 
' FRACTI ON CHAHT 100% 90% 
FHAC 'riONAL Pl>RTS 50% 50% 50% 70% 
1 HUNDRED BEAD NUMBER FRAME 100% 
I I-IUNDRED BOARD 100% 
. PLACE VAL1JE POCKETS 100% 
I liiEASURI NG CUP 100% 
FRAC TI ON WHEEL 50~~ 63% 38% 63% 38% 30% 
PARTS IIviPARTER 1oors 
--- -
.' ':.. , .. ( 1) Wh ole clas s 
( 2) Gr oup s i n clas s 
( 3 ) Average pupil ( 4) Slow learner ( 5) Rapid l earner 
( 6 ) No reply 
Note: The per cents in c olunms one t hrough f i ve are based on 
t he numbe r of r esp onders havi ng a given devi ce (or similar 
device ) . The per c ents i n col urmn six are based on the to tal 
number of r es ponders to the questi onnaire . 
----
I 
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Tables XIX, XX, and XXI show the purposesfor which the 
devices a r e used in Areas X, Y, and z. 
In Area X, Table XIX, it will be noted that 100% of 
those teachers having Fractional Parts, Place Value Pockets, 
and Parts Imparters use them for presentation, development, and 
review of material. The Abacus is used by 50% in presenting 
material, and 100% in review. 
In Area Y, Table XX, the Cohere-a-graph is used by only 
33% :l;n presenting material, but by 100% in further development 
1 and rev'iew. Place Value Pockets are used by 100% in the 
i 
development of material. · Counting Discs are used by 100% for 
review or remedial work. 
Tab le Y~I, representing Area Z, is unique in that pe r 
cents are exactly the same with each device for every phase: 
presentation, development, and review of material. I 
r 
li 
II 
I 
I 
I' 
TABLE XIX 
PURPOSES FOR VIJHICH DEVICES ARE . USED 
DEVICE -l:C ( 1) ( 2) 
ABACUS 50% 
CLOCK FACE 601; 80% 
1COHERE-0-GRAPH 63% 38% 
COUN'I'ING DISCS 40% 60% 
FRACTION CHART 92% 67?h 
FRAC TI ONAL PARTS 100% 100% 
HUNDRED BEAD NUMBER FRAME 
HUNDRED BOARD 67% 100% 
PLACE VALUE POCKETS 100% 100% 
MEASUR I NG CUP 67% 33% 
FRACTI ON WHEEL SO% 80% 
PARTS I MP ARTER 100% 100% 
I 
1 -:~ ( 1) 
( 2) 
( 3) ( 4) 
Presentation of new material 
Further development of material 
Review and remedial work 
No reply 
35 
IN AREA X 
( 3) ( 4) 
100% 93% 
60% 64% 
50~b 79% 
80% 86% 
58% 54% 
100% 79% 
100% 
67% 89~0 
100% 89% 
44-% 79% 
80 % 86% 
100% 96% 
Note: The pe r cents in columns one through three are based on 
t he number of resp onders havin£ a given device (or similar 
device). The per cents in column four are based on the total 
number of responders to t h e questi onnaire. 
!! 
li 
I 
-=---·~ - --=---- ==---.;-_ -- -=- ---=-- j;- -- =- = 
·)i- ( 1) 
( 2) 
( 3) ( 4) 
Presentation of new ma terial 
Further development of material 
Review and remedial work 
No reply 
Note: The per cents in columns one tlu~ough t h ree are based on 
the nurooer of responders having a given device (or similar 
device). The per cents i n coluinn four are based on t h e total 
number of responders to the questionnaire. 
TABLE XXI 
PURPOSES FOR 1/V:HICR DEVICES ARE USED 
DEVICE -:~ ( 1) 
ABACUS 
CLOCK FACE 
COHERE-0-GRAPH 
COTJNT I NG DISCS 100% 
FRACTION CHA?tT 
FRACTIOI'TAL PARTS 50~0 
I-TIJNDRED BEAD NUMBER FRAME 
HUNDRED BOARD 
PLACE VALUE POCKETS 
MEASUR I NG CUP 
FRAC'I I ON WHEEL 50% 
PARTS I I\1PA~TER 
-:~ ( 1) 
( 2) 
( 3) ( 4) 
Presentation of new material 
Furth er development of material 
Review and remedial work 
No rep ly 
( 2) 
100% 
50% 
50oi /0 
37 
IN AREA z 
( 3) ( 4) 
100% 
100~~ 
lOO~b 
100% 80% 
90% 
50% 70~& 
100% 
100% 
100~~ 
100~~ 
50% 20~b 
100% 
Note: The per cents in colmuns one t hrough t hree are based on 
the numbe r of resp onder s having a g iven device (or similar 
device). The per cents in colmnn four are based on the total 
number of responders to t h e questionnaire. 
II 
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Table XXII shows t h e highest percentages in colurmns 1 and 
5; persons not famili ar with the devices listed, and t h ose not 
rep lyinz to any categ ory listed on the questi onnaire. It is 
eviden t that t h e great majority of teachers questioned either 
d o n ot know of the devices or have so little knowl edge as to 
b e u nable to f orm an op inion regarding t h em. In all de vices 
except the Fraction Chart and Fractional Parts which are more 
widely known, the degree of unfamiliarity progresses from 72% 
to 97%. The per cen t disliking various devices was s mall; in 
each case on ly 4%. Devices disliked were the Abacus, Counting 
Discs, t h e Hundred Bead Number Frame, and the Hundred Board. 
' Many teachers in Area X wished that more devices were available 
to t h em, and several who have devices would not wish to be 
without them. 
Adding columns 1 and 5 in Table XXIII representing in 
Area Y teachers' opinions of these . devices, we fi n d that devices 
are not well lmown in t h is area. The F raction Char t and Place 
Value Pocke ts are most familiar to t eachers; yet, 67% and 68% 
re p lied t hat they were unfamiliar with these devices, or 
declined to rep ly at all. · Unfamiliarity with t h e oth er devices 
listed rane ed from 73% (Clock F ace and Fractional Parts) to 
92% ( Hundred Bead Number F' rame). F rom 3~; to 5% expressed 
dislike for such devices as the Abacus, Counting Discs, 
F raction Char t, Place Value Pockets, and Me asuring Cup. From 
4% to 43% wished more devices of t h is t ype were available. 
A larger number of teach ers in t h is area stated that t h ey 
39 
wouldn't wish to be without the devices that t hey n ow h av e. II 
In Area Z t h e degr e e of unfamiliarity with the listed •I 
devices as seen in Tab le XXIV, ranged from 40% not replying to 
t h e Fraction Wheel to 90% who indicated that t h ey were 
unf amili a r with t he Parts Imp arter. Dislike was expressed 
for on ly one type of device, the Fraction Char t. Several 
exp ressed that t h ey wouldn't wish to be without devices that 
I 
the y have. With the exception of the Place Value Pockets, each 1 
device so valued in Area Z proved to be a device for t h e 
teach ing of f ractions. From 10% to 40% of teachers in the 
area indi c a t ed t he d e sire for more devices of the type listed. 
~==oo...= ---=-
,: 
I 
TABLE XXII 
OPINIONS OF DEVI CES LISTED 
DEVICE ~1-( 1) ( 2) 
ABACUS 18% 40/n ,o 
CLOCK FACE 11% 
COHERE-0-GRAPH 18% 
COUNTI NG DISCS 14% 4% 
FRAC'l'ION CHART 4% 
FRACTIONAL PARTS 7% 
HUNDRED BEAD NUMBER FRAi'fiE 25% 4% 
HUNDI-mD BOARD 25% 4% 
PLACE VALUE POC KE'l'S 18% 
MEASUR I NG CUP 25~£ 
FHACTI ON WHEEL 14% 
PARTS I IviPARTER 29% 
-:~( 1) Not fami li a r with t h is device 
(2) Dislike t h is type of device 
( 3) 
4% 
14% 
7ol lO 
7% 
43% 
36?b 
?J~ 
11% 
14% 
25% 
L_o0 
" 
( 3) Wish mor e of t b.is t y pe were availab le 
( 4) Woul dn't wish to b e with out 
(5) No r eply 
I 
\! 
40 r 
AREA X 
( 4) (5) 
7r1/ lO 6 87~ 
14~;; . 61% 
14% 61% 
11% 64% 
25~b 32% 
18~b 46~i 
64% 
7% 547b 
7% 61% 
18f~ 57% 
? cl. io 577; 
687~ 
~- 4=--'-== -= - =--
I 
I 
I 
-
c 
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TABLE XXIII 
OPINIONS OF DEVICES LISTED AREA Y 
DEVICE -:~( 1) ( 2) ( 3) 
ABACUS 27% 3% 8% 
CLOCK FACE 22% 13% 13% 
COHERE -0-GRAPH 22% 19% 
COUNTING DISCS 24% 5% 8% 
FRACTION CHART 13% 3% 22% 
FRACT I ONAL PARTS 24% 19% 
HUNDRED BEAD NUIVIDER FRAME 30% 8% 
HUNDRED BOARD 27% 11% 
PLACE VALUE POC KETS 19% 5% 22;1; 
MEASURING CUP 13% 5% 11% 
FRACTI ON 'm-:IEEL 22% 221; 
PARTS I MP ARTER 43% 11% 
-:~( 1) Not familiar with device. 
(2) Dislike t h is type of device. 
( 3) Wish more of this type were available~ 
(4) Wouldn't wish to be with out t h is device. 
(5) No reply. 
( 4) 
13% 
3% 
3% 
8% 
13% 
5% 
8% 
3% 
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(5) 
62% 
51% 
57% 
59% 
54% 
49% 
62% 
62% 
49% 
62% 
54% 
46% 
-- --- ------ ---
TABLE XXIV 
OPINIONS OF DEVICES LISTED 
DEVICE -:;. ( 1) ( 2) 
ABACUS 30% 
CLOCK FACE 20% 
COHERE-0-GRAPH 20% 
FRACTI ON CHART 10% 
FRACTI ONAL PARTS 10% 
HUNDRED BEAD NUJ\flBER Ii'HAlVIE 10% 
HU1\IDRED BOARD lO~b 
PLACE VALUE POCKETS 
,MEASURING CUP 10% 
.FRACTION WHEEL 
PARTS I MP ARTER 20% 
COUNTING DISCS 10% 
-1~( 1) Not familiar with device. 
(2) Dislike this type of device. 
AREA Z 
( 3) 
20% 
20% 
40% 
20% 
30% 
30% 
40% 
40% 
40% 
30% 
10% 
40% 
(3) Wish more of this type were available. 
(4) Wouldn't wish to be without. ( 5 ) No reply. 
--
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( 4) (5) 
50% 
60% 
40% 
10~~ 60% 
10% SO% 
60% 
SO~b 
10% 50% 
50% 
30% 40% 
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CHAPTER V 
SUMMARY 
The prob lem in the pre s ent investig ation was to survey 
the use of manipul a tive devices by te achers of arithmetic in the 
intermediate gr ades of Areas X, Y, and z. Solution of the 
problem involved finding the answers to the following questions: 
1. To what e x tent do teachers use the Massachusetts 
Elementary Curriculv~ Guide? 
2. To what extent do teachers use a course of study? 
3. To what e xtent do sch ool dep a rtments e mploy a b as ic 
t e xt? 'What texts are being used currently in the are a s 
surveyed? 
4. How does distance from an educational center affect 
the materials used (texts and manipulative devices) in the 
schools? 
5. To what e x tent do te achers have mani pulative devices 
in their classrooms? 
6. To wha t extent do teachers u se manipulative devices 
to bring meaning to the study of arithmetic? 
7. For wh a t purp oses are teachers wh o have devices using 
t h em most often, for presenta tion of material, f urth er develop-
ment, or review and remedial work? 
8. How do teachers feel about using manipul a tive devices 
to bring meaning to their teaching ? 
The analysis of the data revealed the following results: 
1. In Area X, 68% of teachers use the Massachusetts 
Elementary Curriculum Guide; in Area Y, 52% reported its use, 
and in Area Z, 40% replied that t hey use it. 
2. The use of a course of study other than the 
Massachusetts Elementary Curriculum Guide was reported as 
fo l lows: 
Textbook Course of Studii: 
Area X 50% 18% 
Area y 70% 11% 
Area z 50% 40% 
3. .Basic texts are employed in the areas surveyed as 
follows: Basic Text No Basic Text 
Area X 96% 3% 
Area y 95% sol ;o 
Area z 70% 30% 
In Area X the text showing the largest percentage of 
use was " Making Sure of Aritbmetic 11 by Silver-Burdett, 1946, 
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1950, and 1952. Forty per cent were using t h is book. In area 
Y the text mos t used was "Study Arithmetics" published by the 
Scott, F oresman Company. This text, published in 1948, was used 
by 30% of teachers who were questioned. In Area Z the favored 
text was "Growth in Ari thmetic 11 published by World Bo ok Comp any 
in 1952. This was used by 40% of teachers in this area. 
4. Tables VII, VIII, and IX s h ow that the distance from 
large educ ational centers has had little or no effect on 
te aching ma terials used. In Area X, far from an educational 
- - - ---
-- -- · 
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center, the largest variety of devices exists. In Area Y, also 
far from t h e benefit of institutions of hi gher learning , the 
variety and number of devices is second to Area X. In Area Z, 
ne a r colleges and universities, the only devices reporte dly 
use d are the Counting Discs and devices for use in t each ing 
fractions. 
5. Tables VII, VIII, and IX s h ow that alth ough many 
teachers expressed a knowledge of manipu l a tive devices which 
are available, few teachers in e ach area have these devices to 
use in t h eir teaching . 
6. Tables X, XI, and XII indic a te t hat teachers i n all 
areas who h ave devices use them to bring meaning to t h e study of 
arithmetic. 
7. Tab les XIX, XX, and XXI show that t eachers u s e t h e 
devices to promote understanding in presenting new material, 
developing the materi a l, and in review and remedial work. 
These device s are used es peci a lly with the en t ire cl as s, groups 
with in t he cl ass , and the slow l e arning child, but not s o much 
with t h e average pupi l and the rapid learning child. 
8. Tab les XXII, XXIII, and XXIV s h ow tha t very few 
te a c h ers expres se d dislike f or the devices used, many te a chers 
wish more devices of the t yp e listed we r e available to t h em, 
and many t eachers having devic es state d tha t t hey wou ldn't wish 
to be with out them. 
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CONCLUSIONS 
The analysis of the resu lts of t h is investigation seems 
to warrant the following conclusions with regard to the materials 
used in the areas surveyed: 
1. There exists a wide gap between t he meaning theory's 
emphasis upon the use of manipulative devices, and the current 
practice of elementary arithmetic teaching. 
2. Distance from an educational center doesn't 
seemingly affect manipulative devices used. 
J. Teachers who have manipulative devices like them 
and use them to bring me aning to the study of arithmetic. 
4. Existance of mani pulative devices is small in all 
I 
1i 
areas of the survey. The investigator feels that several 
factors may account f or t h is lack of devices: 
a. Because t hey are not in all schools, many t eachers 
1 do not know abou t them. 
b. Some teachers who know they exist do n ot know h ow to 
use them. 
c. Te achers do n ot order them. Perhaps they are 
either hesitant to order end try materials with which they are 
unfamiliar, or they do not realize the value of these materials it 
as teaching aids. II 
d. In pre-service or in-service training perhaps the 
u se of thes~ teachin g devices vvas not emphasized. This would 
a ccount f or much of the unf amili arity of teachers with devices 
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of t h is type. 
F'r om the facts given above the writer concludes that 
most teachers would use devices for more effective arithmetic 
te a ching if the devices and instruction in their uses were 
available to them. In all areas of the survey, a l a r ge 
p roportion of teachers neither have nor know how to use 
manipulative devices. 
SUGGESTI ONS F OR FURTHER S'rUDY 
On the basis of the findings of the present 
investigation, the following reco~nendations for f urther study 
would seem to be in order: 
1. An investig a tion similar to the one rep orted herein, 
but i mproved in two ways: first, a.s t h is was a pilot study, 
the questionnaire shou ld be revised before it is reused, and 
second, a wider samp ling of all areas would tend t o g ive more 
val id re sults. 
2. An investig ation to determine the reason or reasons 
why te e_ch ers in Areas X, Y, and Z of t h e present survey do not 
use more manipulative devices in their teaching . 
J. A survey of manipulative materials used in grades 
one , t wo, and t hree of the areas s urveyed in this study. 
4. A survey to determine the extent of use of 
manipu l at ive devi ces in city sch ools of Massachusetts at both 
primary and intermedi ate levels. 
S. Surveys of manipulative devices used by teachers in 
-- ----, 
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rural schools of other states a t b oth primary and intermedi a te 
levels. 
6. Surveys of manipu lative devices used by teach ers in 
city schools of other states a t both primary and intermedi a te 
level s . 
............... ____________________________ _ 
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APPENDIX A 
.. 
QUESTIONN .. U fl.E 
N.t,.ME :- ----------~-.------ D..i;TE• 
TO\ilN I N Y:1UCH YOU TE .. ~CH: SCHOOL: 
GR:illE: 
YE .. lRS OF TEACHING E~~PETU~NC~ ~ (a) Total: (b) Present Grade: 
DO YOU l.JS"J: T:T3 r{f-L~l·~ T:,Y .? TIB~J.i:Eill.;D lvi.ASSLCHUSETTS ELEI\'i.ENT~~RY 
CURF,TC'.:UJ)v: Gl!:r:P: J~.J .i, LOJR~E OF STULY?-. -- ~--·--
DO YOU USE A COTJH.SE OF ST"lJDY B~>.SED ON THE CUFJUCULUM 
GUIDE'.? 
DO YOU USE A COUfl.E'.B OF STUDY BUILT I NDEPENDENTLY OF 
THE ELEI;£NTARY CURR.:ICT.JLlHv1 GUIDE? 
DOES A. TEXTBOOK SERVE ,~S ::OUR COURSE OF STUDY? 
DOES YOUR SCHOOL DErARTMENT EMPLOY ii BASIC TEXT? 
Yes No 
Ye s No 
Ye s No 
-- --
Yes No 
-- --
Yes No 
If your school depart:ne nt empl oys a ba.:.ic t ex t, p l ease f ill in the 
fo l l owing blanks: 
NAME OF TEXT: COPYRIGHT DATE : 
-------------------
AUTHORS: PUBLISHER: 
DOES YOUR SCHOOL DEPi.RTl'JENT EMPLOY i~N ARITHlvlETI C WORKBOOK? Yes No 
If y ou use a basic arithmetic workbookj pl ease fill in the following 
blanks: 
N.J·;iE OF t ·ORKBOOK : COPYRIGHT Di~TE: 
.d.UT.riOii:S : PUBLISHER : 
DO y,:: U :JSE :SUPPLE:WIENTARY TF..XTBOOKS r1N.C W~RKB:JOliE>? Ye s No 
If you use suppl ementary texts and workbook·s, pl8ase list with the 
autho rs, publishers, and copy :.."ight date s on t he lines below : 
·- ---------- ------
-1·-
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DIRECTIONS: 
Using the t hree statement~ 
b~low, put next to each device listed 
in t he column at the right, the nwnbe r 
or nwnbers which apply. 
l. I lmow about t his device. 
2. I have it in my classroo~ 
3. I have a similar device.* 
;• If nwnber three is listed, 
dascribe the similar device in 
the space provided on Page eight. · 
COLUMN A 
~---
i 
L 
! 
i 
I 
I 
I 
i--
1 
I 
L--i 
' ~--
1 
PLEASE 'l'URN THIS PAGE AND ANSWER THE NEXT. 
-2-
• 
DIRECTIONS: 
Using t he fj_v"3 .state-
ments below, put nex t to each 
device listed in t~e col w.:n a t 
the right, the rmmhP. r OT.' nunbers 
·which are appropria te., 
1. "t'hen applicable , I use this 
device at every opportunity . 
2. I use it occasionally, but 
not always Tihen applicable~ 
3. I use it very infrequently. 
4. I don't use it at all. 
5. I don1 t know how to use it • 
-
PLE1\.SE TUP..N THIS P .hGE Al'JD ANS1NER THE NEX 
-3-
C:JL UlJN B 
T. 
• 
DHlliCTIONS: 
Using the sugges tions below, 
put next to each device l isted in the 
col urrn at the right .• the n1121be r or 
nUl!lbe r::J which apply . 
I USE THI S LEVICE I N BRI NGING ABOUT 
THE UNDERS TANDING OF : 
l. meanings of whole numbers ( in-
cluding the principle of place 
value) . 
2. addition of whole numbers" 
) . subtraction of whole numbers o 
4. multiplicat ion of whole numbers. 
5. division of whole numbers. 
6. meanings of common fractions , 
(including mixed numbers). 
7 ~ addition of co~mon fractions . 
8. subtraction of co~mon fractions . 
9 . multiplication of corrunon fractions. 
10. division of common fractions . 
11. meanings of decimal fractions. 
12 . addition of decDnal frac tions . 
13. subtraction of decimal fractions~ 
14. multiplication of decimal frac-
tions .. 
15. division of deci~al fracti ons. 
l 6e meanings of per cents. 
17. othe r phases of arithmetic not 
listed . ~~ 
~~ Please specify on space provided on 
Page e i ght. 
PLK~SE TURJ.'J THIS P.AGE .A.I'iD ANS\i"ER THE NEX 
COLillilN C 
~--------------J 
i 
I 
I 
I 
f i 
I 
! 
: 
' 
\ 
I 
i 
I 
I 
i 
I 
I 
I 
' 
j j 
! 
l 
I 
I 
i 
l 
i 
! 
1 
I 
.! 
I j 
t 
;.._ 
T .. 
·-4-
• DI RECT.I ONS : 
Using the SHfp,es tinns 
belovl, put next to ee. •_·h ·i87::Lce 
13 st.:,e d the numbe r- ·.) ~ numborr3 which 
arpJ.y j and em:: :!_-::- r:: l e the one number 
Y(;"J. w.·c-ote r;;-wh~.c-~1 you :find-This 
:0:.- ---· - - - ~- ~ -..... . _..,. - -~-- - - - ~-- -- - -devi .r e MOST effec t ive" 
-- ~---- --- ._,.. ___ _ 
I USE THIS LEVICE iUTH THE FOLLOWI NG: 
l . the whole cla.sa., 
2. groups within the clasB . 
3. the average p upH'" 
4. the slow l earne :::-. 
r the rapid l earnero :J • 
COLill 'IN D 
l 
• 
DI RECTIONS : 
Us ing t he snggeGtions 
be l ow, put next t o ea ch covice 
li,sted the nwn.ber o:- D.'..!l':8::n·.s wll:l. ch 
a~;ply , and ens ~.r~le th~' cJ n.c n~mbcr 
~ro1c. vJ ro't:8"{0r¥:Ei:Ch ~-o.~ i'ir..:.?_-t~.:!:.:~ 
dE:~i:L ;~e Mosf'u,sKt~-uC 
I USE THI S DEVICE IN: 
1. the pr e sentati on of new mate rial. 
2. further devel opment of material 
pr eviousl y pre sented" 
3. r eview and r emedial wor k . 
I 
I 
PLE..';.SE TURN THI S p,:,GE 1~ND IuJSW"ER THE I\i'EXT. 
COLUMN E 
• DI RECTIONS : 
Using t ho 0tP. teme•1ts 
below, put next to e a cn devise 
liste d in the colunD A.-!:. -t_:: c 
rig~t th<:: numbe :-:> w:1:ich i n-:l i c: a te s 
your· op ini on of t ha t de vi__ ,~e o 
l . I don' t kno·w en.0 1..1_gh about 
it to s ay. 
2. I dislike us~ng th~s ki nd 
of device . 
3. I wish more devi ce s of this 
t ype we r e available . 
4. I like it so much , I wouldn't 
want to do without it. 
COLUIVITJ F 
I I 
I 
I 
-7·-
DEVICE~~ 
ABACUS 
CLOCK FiiCE 
CO-HERE- 0- GRAPH 
" f lannel board" 
COU:-JTDTG DI SCS 
Ffui.CTION CHJ1RT 
FRACTIONhL PARTS 
ao pupils' s e ts 
b . lar ge co-here- a-se t 
HUNDRED-BE.till NUMBER FRil E ~-
1 00 BOA?.D 
PLACE VriLUE POCKETS 
l'viEASURllJG CUP 
Ffu\CTI ON 'NHEEL 
p;JtTS I kPARTER 
' 
* See p a ge eight. 
• 
• 
* From Page seven, (list of devices) : 
Please list and describe below any cievice you use to make a:ti t hme tic mo re 
meaningful, if it is not on the l ist of devices, page seven • 
--------- -- --
----- ··-···- - · --·· --·. ·- ·- ·--· 
-- ·--- ---·- --- ···· - -·-- ··-·- ·-·--··------- ------------------
From page four, Columr. C, m.unbe r seventeen: 
Pl ease list the rl.evj cc from page t wo, and the way you use it, if the use is 
not l isted in Column C • 
-8-
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ARITHMETIC DR..ILLS AND GAMES 
for use in 
GPJillES FOUR, FIVE, AND SIX 
.,. 
.· 
CONTENTS 
FAGE 
• I. 
Acknowledgments 
II. :MULTIPLICATION AND DIVISION (gP.mes and drills): 
A. Spinning the Arrow. • • l 
B. Picking Appl es . • • 1 
c. Geometric Figure Devices. 1 
D. Firemon 1 s Ladder. 1 
E. Ring the Be ll . 2 
F. Bar Drill, or High Jump 0 • 2 
G. Stepp i ng- Stones . • 2 
H. Clock G::.me o 0 2 
I. Over the Wall . 3 
J. Numbe r Re l 2y. • • 3 
K. Number Match. 3 
L. Baseball. 3 
M. An Auto Trip . . 4 
N. The Hare and the Hounds . 4 
o. Bean Bag. 5 
P. Multiplicnti on Drill. 5 
Q. Old Witch . 5 
R. Pl aying B.:1se ball wit h Numbers • 5 
s. A C8rd Game 0 0 6 
T. Hide and Seek • 6 
u. Roll the Hoop • . 6 
v. Number Card Game. 7 
w. Pairs . 0 ~ 7 
x_ A Ball Game of Combinations 
• 8 
Y. Re l ay &ce . 8 
III. RO!viAN NUJMERALS : 
A. Count-0 Game . 9 
rv. DECIMAL FRACTIONS : • • • • • 9 
v .. SQUARE MEASURE : (a device). 0 0 • • ll 
VI. PERCENTAGE : (3 slides) . • • • ll 
VII • PROTRACTOES : ( cardboard) . 12 
• 
.:. 
• 
.-
• 
• 
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GAMES AND DRILLS FOR MtlLTIPLICATION AND DIVISION PRACTICE 
SPINNING THE ARROW: 
Make a circle of cardboard. Place numbers from 0 to 12 at 
regular intervals around the circunference. Fasten an arrow loosely 
i11. the centero Each child spins the arrow, multiplies the number to 
which the arrow point.s by a given nw:tber, and adds a second given 
numbero For example; one child spins, multiplies the indicated num-
ber (say 9) by 6, and adds 5o Another child spins, multiplies 8 by 
6, and a dds 5) etca 
PICKING APPLES: 
Draw on the board an apple tree with apples on ito Each 
apple has on it a rnul tiplication co;nbination.. The children 11pick 
apples" by giving t he combj_nations. The one who picks the most 
apples wins the game~ Keep score. 
The plan may be varied by having pupils compete in rows 
or by having t wo teams in competition. The opportunities must be 
eve nly distributedo 
GEOMETR.IC FIGURE DEVICES: 
Any number arrangement will serve for multiplication. By 
care in placing the ~umbe rs the same device may be used in division. 
Ths number in t.h8 center is combined in some of the fundamental 
y;"J.at.ionship s w:L th th0se on the; outs ice, the teacher or pupil point-
i::6 to the numbers in turn5 o:c the pupil naming results without 
p0 :i nti.ng~ A~;•)ve a circle may be written "!Kerry-go-round" or beneath 
i ""G _, ;•Keep the wheel rolling., " 
F I RE'iENl S L..:.DDER : 
D:1~:qw a ladeer o Place on each rung any number from l to 9 . 
c :nil~.ren, as .fi c<:m8n., a~n to climb the ladder by multiplying any 
do~;ign.e:.ted n·.JiilL.s r 'J7 t:1c numbers on the r:mgs an.d saying only the 
e. n;·>':~c: :~~:s " 'l'o C·!!.'=~ ::::i.de of' the ladder, at the top, list the names of 
tb~ _; irls who :rec1sh t,he top , and to the other side, the names of the 
b):·;;, A"G JchP. close oi ~·~13 game count the number of boys and girls 
g8~ t:i. :n.g -+~o th8 t::>p oi· -l:.l1e l adder. They are "good firemen. 11 The 
s:...de hs.ving t~1e most winso 
- 1-
... 
-I 
RING THE BELL: 
Undoubtedly most children have visited an amusement park 
and observed some sort of contrivance for testing skill and strength. 
"Ring the Bell1 " then, can be introduced into the classroom. Competi-
tion is keen between boys and girls to decide who are the stronger 
and who are able to ring .the bell most frequently. The object of this 
device is to aim for speed and accuracy. The pupil begins at the bottom 
and tries to reach the top without error. (Use with multiplication and 
division facts~) 
BAR DRILL or THE HIGH JUMP: 
Another device for drill on multiplication and division is 
the use of the baro Pupils may race to see who will re ach the top of 
the bar first. The most difficult combinations may be plac ,~d at the 
top. Then the game may be called "thEl high jump," and the c..,bject will 
be to see who can go highest or who cnn clear the bar. 
2 81 
I 
5 201 
401 8 
6 4 
x4 • 4 ... 
12 161 
10 24: 
7 !J 
STEPPING-STONES: 
Children visiting in the country like to cross s t reams on 
stepping stones. In this game a new stone is reached by dividing t~e 
number on it by 12, as 144 ~ 12 = 12, etc. As the child starts to 
cross the stream, he is cautioned, "Don't f~ll into the water. tt (~m.s 
game may be used for multiplication also.) 
CLOCK GAME: 
The children draw clocks on the board. The teacher then 
gives a time, as "a quarter after twelve." The children draw the 
hands and underne ath write the products of the numbers the hands 
point to. 
• 
.. 
OVER THE WALL: 
8x5 
9x2 
7xl 
2x9 
8x2 
9x7 
4x6 
6x5 
7x7 
Jx2 
l.pcll 
2xl2 
9X1 
Jx6 
8x8 
Each child has a chance to see how quickly he can give the 
answers and get over the wall, then he is out of the gnmee The row 
of children getting the largest number of children out first wins. 
NUMBER RELAY: 
Divide the class into two teams equal in number. For example, 
call one team the 11 Gouth Side" and the other team the "North Side .. 11 The 
blackboard iirJllediately in front of the 11 North Side 1' may be allotted to 
that team; the blackboard immediately in front of the 11South Side" to 
that team .. 
Write a multiplication or division fact on each board. At 
a given signal, the f irst person on each side should run to the board, 
write the answer to the combination alrea.dy there, write a new fact, 
and return to his seat. The next person then does likewise. This 
c.ontinues until everyone has run. In deciding which side wins the 
game, accuracy, speed, and the number of fouls should be taken into 
~ consideration. 
NUMBER MATCH: 
The number match is a multiplication t able drill. · Have a 
captain for each side, as in a spelling match. Let them choose pupils 
for their sides. As a pupil fail s to answer correctly, he sits down. 
The pupil ·who gives most correct answers wins. · 
BASEBALL: 
After the pupils know their multiplication f 2cts fairly well, 
this game can be pln.yed. The teacher throws a soft indoor baseball to 
a child, at the same time calling out "Jx4. 11 The child is sup-posed t o 
catch the ball and give the cmswer At the same time. He then throws 
the ball back to the teacher. 
This is excellent for insp~rlng the pupils to learn something 
otherwise dry and Also for drill work,. They all W[1nt to play "c:rithmetic 
baseball, 11 and they soon lecrn tha t in order to get any fun out of it, 
they must know the tables so well that the answer come s automatically. 
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AN AUTO TRIP: 
This is .:1n easily prepared device suggestive of many· variations, 
which never f a ils to hold the interest of the entire class--<o.n auto trip. 
At one end of the blackbo<1.rd dr aw a few lines representing 
roofs of buildinP,s , and ?bove those write the n?~e of the loca~ city or 
town. At the other end of the bo?rd dr<'w c. g;:-rnge, a hospit<Jl, and a 
hotel, leRving space under er>ch for nemes of pupils. Lbove these write 
t he name of some distant city. Between the t wo towns place t he h Ard 
combinations, Fl <.1 sh CArds a r e be st to use , Ps the~r m2y be quickly 
rearrange de 
Call on ? child to give the answers in order as r apidly P. S 
possible . If he P'ets through with no mishaps, allow him to go to the 
hotel And pl~ce his n~me in the space allotted for it. If he he sitates, 
or goes elong in jerky fashion~ he must go to the ga r Age,. If he f <1 ils 
utte rly, he must be sent for end taken to the hosp italQ The person 
going after him must say the combin0tions from the city b2ck to the 
shaky pla ce r nd then repeAt on the way in. If he is nearer to the loca l 
town thr->.n the distrmt one.-; he mily be take n b<?ck to the home town. Some-
times the f ? ilure is slight, but the plryer must call for helpa Then he 
is "towe d in, 11 hel pe d only R littleo In e.ll c2ses, the ple.ye r who 
misses must r epea t the f2ct he missesa At intervals along the roQd 
danger sigm:ls m;o.y be put upy such n s 11Dange rous curve P.hePd5 rr 11Steep 
grade, 11 <md the like.,. At the se places the hardest combinc:; tions are 
placedo 
After all have playe d, the names are checked over to see 
how many went to the hotel, --to the garage, and to the hospital.., This 
game may be used to good a dvantage in drilling on the multiplication 
tables or the addition combinations. 
THE HARE AND THE HOUNDS: 
The purpose of this device is to make competition the 
incentive for speed and accuracyo The examples for drill are put on 
the board. Each child in the race is supplied with a pencil and with 
a pad on which only the answers are to be written. Each child faces 
the p roblem he is working. 
A hare is chosen and is given an early start. Let him finish 
about three exa'nples. This child must keep ahead of the hounds that are 
foll~wing closely behind him. \~hen the hare re aches s c:fety, or when 
the hare is caught, mistakes are checked. This may change the positions 
because the hounds and hare must go back to correct all rr:.istakes. The 
winner of the race is chosen the hareo Time called or given must be 
observed by alla 
A slow pupil may be chosen the first hare or encouraged by 2 
bigger start, say five or six problems worked before the hounds begin. 
As the children improve in speed, competition should be m2de stronge r. 
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Boys versus girls a lso adds to t he pep of the game. (Two to twelve 
children plRy at onceu) 
The children a t the se 'lts may work the s ame problems th,1t 
2re placed on c: special board for them ~ These childre n should try t~ 
finish before the children at the board.:-
BEAN BAG: 
The entire cl2ss forms a circle in the front of the room. One 
child stands in Ue center of the circle wit h a be :m bAg. He gives a 
combinc: tion, a s 11 6x7, 11 and tosses the bean bag to one child in the circle. 
The child give s the Pnswe:r <::nd et the s2me time catches the be Pn b::>go If 
he answers correc~ly> he trkes his nla ce in the cente r and gives a com-
bina tion., If he r.1is.ses :, hc:wever_9 the child i n t he center h :l.S :mo t he r 
chc.nceo This is done for f i Ye or ten minutes, d.nd the n if ?. child misses, 
he t ake s his sc2t r nd s t udies hi s combi1:ations. The lRst cne rem1. ining 
on the circle wins U-1e game .., (This is too time-consUJ.11ing for regula r 
use in a f ourth grc.de~ ) 
MULTIPLICATION DRILL: 
Large squares, with a number in each, are drawn on the black-
board. One child chooses a numbe r to be used as a multiplie r o This 
child-tosses the ball to one of the squares and another child m~st 
give the product before the ball has been caught after bouncing on the 
floor. If the cnild answers all correctly~ he may throw the ball. 
(This is too time- consuming for regular use o) . 
OLD WITCH: 
Have . an old witch; a mother, and children., If working on the 
9 table, give the children such numbers as 27, 36, 45, 54, 6)J and so 
forth. ':'he old witch comes to the door., Each child is t o thi:.tk Ye:::y 
hard of the combi r12 t ion that rn«kes his number. The old wi iJc n knocks 
and says> "I want a child." The Tiothe r asks, "Is it 9x)?" "N~)~ it 
is not h), 11 quickly replies the witcho Such a conversa tion goe s on f or 
some time. Finall y the mother may say:; "Is it 9x7?n "Yes," replies 
the witch, "it is ••.•••• 11 The pupils having the 63 must know instc:mtly 
that 9x7 equals 63 and that the old witch wants him. He runs~ sa.ying 
as he does soli "Well, if 9x7 are 63, you must catch me .. n (This is time-
consuming for the ~~aunt of drill.) 
PLAYING BASEBALL YHTH NUMBEI-B: 
The tcacl:er marks out on the blackboard c:1 baseball d:lmnond 
with figu:ras a t each corner of the four bases. The batter is up ~ The 
teacher po~Lnts to t wo figures a t the homepl ace . If the child who is 
batting makes the correct multiplication, he ha s made a hit, and goe s 
to first bnse. The te a cher points to two figures a t first bas~ and 
• 
• 
if the correct product is given, the batter reaches second, and if he 
gives the correct answers at second and third bases, he reaches home 
and has made a run for his side. To keep up the interest of the class 
when the child is at bat, the other side must call "Out" if a wrong 
answer is given. 
A variation of this game is to mark out the pitcher's box 
and put a one-figure number in ito In this case the teacher points 
to one figure only at each base, and the batter has to multiply the 
number indicated by the number in the box. Changing the pitcher will 
give practice in other combinations in multiplication. This game 
appeals to children and provides excellent drill in the f~~damentals. 
A CARD GAME: 
As soon as a number fact is learned (any of the four kinds,) 
a flash card may be made with the fact on ito This card is suspended 
on a wire above the blackboard until twenty have been thus collectedft 
Then there are enough for a number gameQ The teacher tak~s the twenty 
cards in her hand, flashes each card in turn, and the pupils write 
down, as quickly as possible, the answer on slips of paper. Not much 
time is given for this. The teacher refuses to show a card ~vice. By 
so doing she places a premium on alertness. vVben five cards have been 
successively flashed, the children exchange papers and correct them as 
the teacher reads the answers. ~ laying the cards down in order1 the 
teacher has no trouble in finding the answers. Then proceed with the 
next five, and so forth. 
HIDE AND SEEK: 
Place at least twenty-five (multiplication and/or division) 
facts on the boards with different parts missing, as x6 : 24, 
8x : 5~, 9x9 : and sa on. The child repeats the-combination and 
deSired habits ar~formed. 
ROLL THE HOOP: 
Make a hoop on the board with each sp~ke labeled as a multi-
plication combination. The object is to make the wheel turn as fast 
as y0u can by giving correct answers in order. See illustration. 
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NUMBER CARD GAME: 
Cut for each child twenty-four oblongs, two inches by three 
inches, from paper or oak.tag,, Write arry multiplication table with the 
facts you wish the children to know on the board. Children may copy 
this table on an oblc- ng pape r 6" by ~-". This they will keep for 
their "teacher." Take the . 4 1 s for exaiiJ?leo The child writes 4xl= 
on the first card and e4n on the secondo He continues until he 
finishes the tables and answers. This is how the cards will look when 
ready: 
I D l.__4x_3:;:____. 
T0 play: First, shuffle the cards. Then put twelve cards on the desk 
in th.ree rows, four in a row, thus: 
4x4= 114xB: 1 8 4x2 ... 
16 II 20 l 4x5= I ! 36 
The game may be plqyed with any arrangement of problems and Answers. You 
should have twelve cards left in your hand. Now, look at the cards on 
the desk. If any card has an answer, place one on top of the othe r,_ in 
either order. Fill the empty space on the desk with a c<.rd from your ha nd. 
Continue placing problems and answers toge ther and filling the empty spa ces 
until no more match. Now take a cc: rd from your hnnd ~nd it will match 
one on the desko Pla ce it on top. Pl.:>y until all c ?. rds a re usedo Use 
"teacher" card to see whether nll are corre cto This game cc: n be plAJ'ed 
<tlone, in pairs, r ows :J or teams. 
PAIRS: 
Mc'lterial: 2trt by Y' CE!rds of t ag board 
Indi2 or black ink 
Dire ctions: Write mult:'Lplic<'.tion ex21Tlple s on twenty cards and 
the products of the m<ll tiplica tions on the other 
twe nty cords" 
Procedure : Mix cnrds thoroughly~ De2l six cards to each of 
four pl,.,ye rs~ Lay the remaind-3.:;~ of the pack face down on the tableo From 
this ~ cards will be d:t>awn throughout the game6 The dealer begins the game. 
He may have the "8x3 n C~nd the "24r1 cards in his hand., These can be laid 
down, for they are a pair. r!6x4" alsc gives tha product 11 241' but the 
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playe~ mat lay down only one combination card and one answer card at the 
same time~ When he can lay down no more 11 he may say, "I have •9x61· and 
I want its product, 1 541 , John,." If he is fortunate to find John holding 
the "5L,n John must give it to him, and he lays down another pair.. He may 
continue calling for either a combination or an answer card until he fails 
to find its mate. Then he draws one from the pack and is through playing9 
unless he drew to make a pair with one in his hand. If so, he may draw 
again. The game proceeds in this manner until someone has laid all of 
his cards down in pairs, which proclaims him the winner. 
A BALL GAME OF COMBINATIONS: (multiplication and division): 
Seating and numbering: (for the 8 1 s, beginning at "2:x8 11 ): 
Teacher 
Have the children seated in two rows opposita each other and with some 
distance between the rowso Give each child a number. There should 
always be two children having the same number. The nQmbers represent 
the combination products as: 56 represents 7x8 or 8x7. A child must 
answer only when an example representing his number is called. The 
teacher bounces the ball and sc.ys !'8x3 o" The 24: s shm.1ld call ;'24n 
before they stand~ As there are two 24!s, the idea is to sea who will 
answer and catch the ball first. No one must answer or catch the ball 
unless the answer is his number. 
P..ELAY RACE : 
A_relay race in short division for grades four or five. 
Divide the board into as many ~paces as there are rows of seats. Seat 
the children in rows of equal number. Give chalk to the child in the 
last seat of each rowft At a ~ignal each child in a last seat goes to 
the board and writes five figures, no two being alL~e, and divides 
by a given number, say 3~ Each then returns to his seat and gives 
the chalk to the child in the seat in front of him. This child in 
turn divides the first quotient by three, and so on until all have 
divided. Any remainder at the end of each division is crossed off. 
The row finishing correctly first wins. See example on following 
page: 
..S-
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3/24685 
J/8 228 
3/2742 
3/914 
3/304 
J/101 
RON~N NUMERALS--COUNT-0 GAME: 
3/ll. 
3/11 
3Q 
1 
Use two sets of flash cards--one with numerals from 1 through 
50,· and the other from 50 through 100• Forty individual playing cards 
are provided for the children. On the sides of the playing card desig-
nated 11Ail are found 16 of the numerals from 1 through 50, and on the 
reverse or 11 B11 sides are 16 of the numerals from 50 through lOOL No 
two playing cards are alike. To play the game~ the flash cards corre~ 
sponding to the side of the cards the children are using are shuffled, 
then presented one at a time to the class. Each child scans his play-
ing card and puts a token on the matching ·number if it appears on his 
card. The flash card is placed in a holder in front of the class and 
the play is repeated. The first child to get four tokens in a row calls 
out "Count-~' The teacher and the pupils then check the child f or 
accuracy by having him read aloud the four numbers in the row he ha s 
completed. If they all check with the flash cards displayed in front 
of the class, the child wins the game. 
TEACHING DECll<lAL FRACTIONS: 
FIGURE I -9- FIGURE 2 
.. 
• 
• 
• 
SEE ILLUSTRATIONS ON PPECEDING PAGE 
19 
l :t 10 
l- 5 2 - 10 o-r 
1 
- 2 or s- 10 
one 
fourth 
-; 
4 
one 
eight h 
1 
B" 
' 
FIGURE 3 
1 I 1 I 1 = 7 
2 4 B" u 
1 I 1 - 5 2 E-'8" 
.5 
. 2 
l 
one 
half 
" 2 
1 
IOO or .01 1 - 100 
- 100 
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1 - 10 
10 - I'60 or .10 
3 = 30 
10 IB5 or .. 30 
5 - 50 
10 - 100 or .50 
(continue in this manner) 
1 = 100 or 10 
1oo Io 
1 = 5 or .5 
2 10 
1 = 50 cr .50 
2 100 
1 = 25 or .25 4 100 
1 f 1 - 3 2 4-4 
3 = .so f .25 = .75 
Ti 
5 = .5o I .12~ = .62~ 
rr 
1 = 12~- = .12~ 
E 100 
1 f 1 = 3 4 E B" 
J = o25 f o12!: o37~ 
rr 
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DEVICE IN SQUAF.E MEASURE: 
. In taking up square measure have each child bring to class a 
box, the dimensions of which are not le ss than Jx4x2 inches. Shoe boxes 
are satisfactory. If the box dimensions are in fractions, it makes the 
children see their practical application and gives opportuni~ for drill 
in adding and multiplying fractions. 
Put the children's names on the board and after them the 
dimensions of their boxes, the measurements having been made very care-
fully in class and recorded. NextJ figure the perimeters from the given 
dimensions, the class ·Harking together, and give the child whose box is 
being figured tM privilege of marking with a red 11 C11 all correct answers 
on his classmates' paperso The perimeters can also be recorded after 
each respective owner1 s name o 
The next step in the work is for each pupil to cut out the 
bottom of his box, then open at one corner, so that he can see that tho 
sides of the box3 when straightened out, make a rectangle, the length 
of which corresponds to the perimeter of his boxo Then the number of 
square inches in the rectangle is found and recorded. 
This de,nce, though simple, fixes in the minds of the children 
the meaning of perLmetero It also gives many problems in square measure 
8nd a helpful review in addition and multiplication of fr&ctions. ~ak­
ing each child responsible for the correct solving of his own box prob-
lem quickly and accurately , so that he might check his classmates' work, 
keeps up the interest of the whole class • 
SLIDES: J basic slides 
2 
1 
vVhen the class has learned that per cent means hundredths and 
that 25/lOQ equals l/4 and 20/100 equals 1/5: and so forth, they are 
ready to be. introduced to the percentage diagre.ms-. Diagram Nco l is 
projected on the bo;:rdJ and individuals are sent to cut off with chalk 
a section equ<ll to 25 per cent, 50 per cent, or 75 per cent of the 
diagram. Other figures can nlso be intro duced--~ circle divided into 
quadr~nts, &n equilateral triangle divided into equal sections, a 
parallelogrem without se ctions which a child can cut into 50 per cent 
divisions three different ways,. 
... ll-
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CARDBOARD PROTRACTORS: 
A lesson in making cardboard protractors will prove interesting 
and v0luable when te3ching angles or arc measure. 
Provide each pupil with a sheet of cardboard 5 by 8! inches. 
Draw a line ecross one side of the cArdboard one-half inch from the edge. 
In the middle of this line place a dot. Tc:.king a compass and using this 
dot as <1 center, draw a semicircle ·with a 4-inch rCl dius. Using the same 
center, draw a semicircle with a J!-inch rndius. To find the degree 
on the -semicircle drawn, place over it, with diameters nnd centers even, 
a metal protrActor. Using the center as a starting point, let a ruler 
extend across the netal protractor along the desired degree. The point 
on the rim of the semicircle along which the ruler extends will be the 
same degree 4 Wr:i_te the figures to correspond • 
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